
Graphing and scientific calculators.

Powerful Educator -Recommended Tools
for Learning Math Concepts
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Easy -to -use 32K graphing calculator for college
algebra through calculus, statistics and finance
TI -83. Perfect calculator to take a student from advanced high-school math through the
demands of college math and finance courses. Pull -down menus allow easy access to
functions without cluttering the keyboard. Advanced statistics functions include
hypothesis testing, confidence intervals and distribution. Financial functions for cash
flow, interactive time -value -of -money solver, amortization and more. 7 graphing styles
including line graph, thick -line graph and more. High -contrast display provides split-
screen viewing with zoom, trace and graphical analysis. Includes cable for linking to
another TI -83 or 11-82. Requires 4 "AAA" batteries. 65-1060 99.99
PC link cable for T1-83 and TI -89. 980-1069 19.99
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Graphing calculator with functions
of a powerful math -dedicated computer
TI -89. Computer Algebra System evaluates mathematical expressions symbolicall
or numerically. 500K flash memory accepts base -code upgrades and third -part
applications-download upgrade versions from the Web! Real-time animation of 3-[
surfaces and contour graphs. Systems of linear and nonlinear equations with result
displayed in general or matrix formats. Numeric differential equation graphing
symbolic differential equation solving. Links to TI -89, TI -92 and certain othe
TI calculators. Optional computer interface available.
65-1062 149.95
PC link cable for TI -83 and TI -89. 980-1069 19.95

Scientific calculators
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Scientific calc ideal for use
on college entrance exams
TI -36X. Designed for classes in math, algebra, geometry,
trigonometry, statistics, biology, chemistry and physics.

Handles one and two -variable statistics including linear regression and trend line analysis,
fractions and fraction/decimal conversions, Boolean logic operations and metric/
English conversions. Solar power-never needs batteries. 65-813 24.99
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Student scientific
calc handles fractions
TI-30Xa. Ideal for general math, science anc
statistics courses. Performs fraction calculation!
without converting numbers to decimal forn-
first. Can be switched to decimal format. Has

standard trig functions and 1 -variable statistics. Polar/rectangular conversions.
Protective slide case. 65-814 14.99

Prices apply at participating RadioShack stores and dealers. Not all items in all stores-ask about our ordering service (subject to availability).


